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Does bioethics as a field need to be expanded, redirected, even reconceived? That\'s the question at the heart of this issue. As the Covid‐19 pandemic flew around the world in March, it seemed to us at The Hastings Center that the field\'s interests, structure, and conceptual tools were in question. Were we writing and publishing about the problems that really matter? Did we have all the personal, professional, and academic perspectives we needed? Were we drawing on the right moral and social theories? The pandemic highlighted connections between health and social structural phenomena that have long been recognized in bioethics but have never really been front and center---not just access to health care, but fundamental conditions of living that affect public health, from income inequality and the availability of food through education and housing to political and environmental conditions. The field\'s focus on health care and health policy, medical research, and biotechnology no longer seemed enough---not enough to address society\'s interests in its citizens' health and not enough to still be a satisfying scholarly topic for many in the field. The adequacy of bioethics seemed even less certain in late May and June, in the aftermath of the killing of George Floyd at the hands of the Minneapolis police. Floyd\'s homicide showed in an especially poignant way---and an agonizing way, given that it was just the most recent in a long list of such homicides---how social institutions are in effect (and often intentionally) designed to make the lives of black people go poorly and end early.

This issue of the *Hastings Center Report*, by far the longest we have ever published, is devoted to questions provoked by and lessons emerging during this pandemic for individuals, groups, communities, and institutions and at state, national, and international levels. We did not set out to create a theme issue on the pandemic. The responses to our call, in April, for brief, exploratory papers on the ethical and social issues raised by Covid‐19, and particularly on the long‐term implications concerning health and for the field of bioethics itself, turned this May‐June 2020 issue into one. Along with a case study and a few other pieces independent of the call for papers, this issue features a few of the roughly two hundred essays sent to us in reply to that call. The essays were chosen on the basis of a wide range of criteria: the quality of writing and thinking but also how they complemented each other to address many different issues and feature a variety of perspectives. A couple of the submissions appear in our At Law and Policy & Politics columns; others inspired us to expand Perspective into a set of commentaries. In Practice has also expanded to present several narrative reflections. The issue still doesn\'t cover everything, but if the premise of the call for papers is correct, then the questions and problems are not going away any time soon, and we can in future issues dig deeper and get better.

A special report guest edited by Joel Michael Reynolds and Erik Parens and published as part of this issue also critiques bioethics. In the course of examining how the acquisition of genomic knowledge has repeatedly worked against the interests of historically oppressed groups, the report calls on bioethics to live up to its principle of justice by pushing for biomedical and political change that will do much more to promote the health of all people.
